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FOREWORD December 26th 2004 will be marked forever as one of the low points in the history of human sufferings. The earthquake in the Indian Ocean and the Tsunami waves washed away many lives and wiped out happiness of the people in the affected areas. Responding to the needs of the survivors of disaster is always a prime concern for the human service organizations. The Tsunami has brought a lot of challenges to serve and restore normalcy in the lives of millions of survivors across the south-east Asian region. Many Organizations and Government departments have joined hands together to rejuvenate the shattered life of the survivors. CAREIndia as an organization also joined hands for the same purpose to respond to the needs of thousands of souls in three different states in India. With many other supports for the Tunami survivors, CARE-India took a prime role to support the emotional needs of the traumatized souls through psychosocial care programme in strategic partnership with NIMHANS. In this process a large number of community level workers from different Government sectors namely, welfare, education, health and also many Non-Government Organizations joined hands together and provided their support and services. At this juncture, it is very crucial to recognize the emotional needs and well being of all who work with the survivors of the Tsunami by harmonizing their personal, professional and familial life. Dealing with the trauma, sorrow and pain of the people affect the workers emotionally, physically and socially. Many of the workers being survivors of the same disaster have taken up the role as care givers. All over the world in various disaster interventions and rehabilitation work it is seen that stress and burnout among the rehabilitation workers is an added complication whenever the organizations failed to take care of the fellow workers. Therefore, harmonizing personal, professional and familial life of the rehabilitation workers has been considered as one of the prime focuses in the Tsunami rehabilitation project. The need is to empower the workers to handle the stress in their professional and personal life and establish a harmonious living within self. This includes selfcare, dealing with stress and caring for fellow workers. This process also ensures the organizational development on the long run. NIMHANS had initiated this effort to help the workers at various levels from the intervention in Orissa, Gujarat and other disaster related works. The effort has helped the organizations to develop a more staff friendly atmosphere. To attend to this most crucial need the psychosocial care team has developed this ‘stress management work book’ to empower the rehabilitation workers to deal with their stresses with simple self care and stress management techniques at personal, family and organizational level. CARE India would like this work book to be used extensively for the disaster rehabilitation workers to ensure their well being and harmonious living. I sincerely appreciate the contributions of the authors and the CARE India Tsunami Rehabilitation Assistance Project partners who made this outcome possible by their extensive involvement in the field. Steve Hollingworth Country Director CARE India, New Delhi



December 2005
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HARMONIZING PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL AND FAMILIAL LIFE Stress is an inseparable part of human existence. It affects all individuals rich and poor, literate and illiterate, both men and women and young and the old alike across the developed and developing nations. Stress and its effects on humans has been well understood and attempts are constantly being made to promote the well being of them by organizing stress management programs at periodic intervals in both Governmental and Non Governmental sectors. In disaster intervention work, stress is an inevitable result of the job. It is well recognized that disaster induced trauma and job-related stress among the rescue and rehabilitation workers often hamper the provision of effective services to the survivors. Be it natural or man made disasters, the workers are exposed to traumatic events that are generally outside the range of ordinary human experiences. Stress management has acquired particular importance in the Twenty First century mainly due to two important reasons. Firstly, there has been overwhelming evidence that ‘behavior’ is central to development of ill health and that adopting appropriate life style habits by the individual can have a positive change on this cause effect relationship. Secondly, ill health is very expensive and prevention of ill health is potentially possible by using health promotion strategies like stress management. This also helps to increase the ability of the worker to perform the disaster rehabilitation work effectively as well as to facilitate optimum coping with the events. Another important consideration is to reduce the negative impacts of participating in disaster rehabilitation work on future organizational functioning. Once the stress management strategies are incorporated in the organizational practice in disaster rehabilitation work, it will eventually produce positive results in the other areas of the organization. The benefits are that the people at the various levels will be able to recognize the stress factors inherent in their work and learn to develop preventive methods for mitigation of these stressors. This in turn would help to arrest the decline in job performance, burnout, high turnover, health and family related problems. Along with the various national and international organizations and government departments the local level service personnel and NGOs play a crucial part in disaster rescue, relief, rehabilitation and rebuilding work in the community. Many of these workers may also be survivors of the disaster. Thus more attention is required to be given to the psychosocial needs of the disaster rehabilitation personnel and community level workers along with the survivors. Proper preparation by both the individual and the organization can help to minimize the effects of stress, and can enhance their coping skills to deal with stress in a more efficient manner. This will ensure more effectiveness in activities related to building social support and promotion of social reconciliation. The basic objectives of harmonization of personal, professional and familial life through stress management workshops for the disaster rehabilitation workers are as follows:
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·



Systematic understanding of work related issues and emotional needs of staff.



·



Training for skill enhancement to manage personal, familial and work life.



·



Harmonization of professional life with personal and familial life. People adopting stress management strategies can function and contribute effectively in work, family life



and social domain, resulting in a sense of well being and increase of self-esteem. Lack of this can lead to various detrimental effects of stress. Stress management programmes therefore involve understanding the sources of stress in one’s life, recognizing stress related reactions in an individual, understanding how one contributes to worsening of stress by behavior and lastly the need to practice damage control strategies to minimize the impact of stress. While most people are aware of the effects of stress, they are unfortunately not motivated to incorporate and internalize appropriate strategies to protect themselves from the ill effects of stress. It is a well known fact that all of us react to external change and experience stress in varying degrees all through our lives. Therefore, it is imperative for us to understand that all of us are vulnerable and the only viable option to lead a healthy and productive life is to adopt proactive initiatives to achieve life goals. Further these stress management strategies have a lot of potential to ensure organizational development in the long term. The harmonious way of functioning among the workers develops through continuous effort and the process of open communication develops simultaneously within the organization. This results in a more supportive and cohesive work environment. Working in such an environment results in better satisfaction and higher involvement and participation of the workers. A supportive environment also helps one to over come many of the personal and family related stresses. A supportive work group helps to delineate the goals of the organisation in a clearer way and makes it possible to reach these goals within a fixed time frame without putting stress on particular individuals Six different training modules on stress management have been developed and standardized in various Indian disaster situations in Maharashtra, Orissa, Gujarat, Tamil Nadu and Kerala. The recommended programme for harmonizing personal, professional and familial life of the disaster rehabilitation workers, would be of the longest duration (four days), and follows a trainer of trainees’ paradigm. Here, the trained trainers are enabled to take up the training to the grass root level workers based on the resource availability, logistic support and time availability. The trained workers will be provided with support and handholding for carrying out the programme on a larger scale. Keeping the requirements of the specific target group in mind a suitable training module has to be selected accordingly. The details of the modules with a break up of the sessions and training intent have been listed out in the following pages.
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SESSION DETAILS AND METHODOLOGY Time/ Minutes



Understanding Stress



S.No. 1



Back ground information to the participants and pre-assessment



Filling up forms



30



2



Harmonizing of personal, professional and familial life and stress management



Presentation



60



3



Understanding the stress



Sharing of personal experience



60



4



Physical reactions to stress



Exercise and discussion



30



5



Psychological reactions to stress



Game and discussion



30



6



Personal experience of stress and stress reactions



Individual exercise and sharing



60



7



How can we manage ourselves?



Talk and discussion



45



Stress in family life 8



Understanding the stress in family life cycle



Individual exercise and discussion



60



9



The stress due to various life events



Sharing and discussion



45



10



Stress among the women workers



Group discussion



45



11



Me and my family members



Individual exercise and discussion



60



12



Measuring the stress due to life events



Use of instrument



30



Job stress



10



13



Stress in different phases of disaster rehabilitation work



Group exercise and discussion



60



14



Measure your occupational stress



Use of instrument



20



15



Burnout in disaster rehabilitation work



Group exercise and discussion



45



16



Do I feel burnt out?



Use of instrument



30



17



Communication in the organization



Group exercise and discussion



60
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Self care and stress management 18



Coping with stress



Group exercise and discussion



60



19



Assessment of coping strategies



Use of instrument



30



20



Competitiveness



Game and discussion



30



21



How do I manage my time?



Individual exercise and discussion



60



22



Personal assertiveness



Game and discussion



20



23



Am I assertive enough?



Use of instrument



30



24



Multitasking or multiple roles



Game and discussion



30



25



Working together to develop support



Talk



30



26



Holistic living



Individual exercise and discussion



30



27



Tree of sustenance



Individual exercise and discussion



30



28



Debrief and co-counseling



Talk and exercise



60



29



Relaxation exercise



Exercise



60



30



Emotional thermometer



Exercise



25



31



Use of stress management techniques



Role play



60



32



Strategies to handle your stress in disaster intervention work (stress busters)



Presentation



20



33



Make your organization staff friendly



Presentation



20



34



Stress management workshop-post assessment and feed back



Filling up form and talk



45



35



Ethicality



Talk



15
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SESSIONS, MODULES, TRAINING INTENT Sl. no



Sessions include



Time requirement



Training intent



Logistic support/ requirements



1



All the sessions



4 day module for the training of the trainers



Easily spread out All objectives covered Time for interaction Time for personal sharing Time for internalization Ample reading and review time Development of confidence to train others



20-25 participants Residential Hall with adequate facility Adequate place for group work



2



1-10



3 day module for the Rehabilitation workers



Easily spread out Time to understand stress at personal level Time to discuss the strategies for organizational growth and development Internalization and practice of the strategies



30-35 participants Participants from same organizations or involved in similar kind of work Residential Hall with adequate facility



2 day module for the Rehabilitation workers on job stress



Main focus on job stress. Understanding about the stress in job and professional life Handling the stress in job Developing organizational stress management strategies Less focus on family life issues



30-35 participants Participants from same organizations or involved in similar kind of work Residential Hall with adequate facility



2 day module for the Rehabilitation workers on family life issues



Main focus on family life issues Understanding the usual stress in family life cycle Handling the stress in personal and family life Ensuring harmonious living Less focus on the job related issues



30-35 participants Participants from same organizations or involved in similar kind of work Residential Hall with adequate facility



1 day module for the executives involved in relief and rescue



Basic sensitization Knowledge to manage stress at personal level at relief and rescue period Sensitization about debriefing and relaxation



20 participants The officials involved in initial disaster related work Hall with adequate facility



½ day module for the executives



Basic sensitization Knowledge about stress management techniques



20-25 participants The officials involved in disaster related work Hall with adequate facility



13-15 18-31



3



1-7 13-17 18-31



4



1-7 8-12 18-31



5



1-3 8 & 13 18-29



6



1-3 8 & 13 29-33
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BACK GROUND INFORMATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS BACKGROUND INFORMATION OF THE PARTICIPANTS 1.Name:……………………………..............................................2. Date of birth……………………… 3. Office address:………………………………………………………………………........................... 4. Correspondence address………………………………………………………………….................... 5. Ph(Off)…………………………………….. (Resi)……………………………………....................... 6. Age………………… 7. Sex………………………… 8. Religion………………….........................… 9. Marital status…………………… 10.No. of family members…………………………......................... 11. Monthly Family income………… …… 12. Monthly Personal income ………………........................... 13. Educational Qualification ………………………………………………………….............................. 14. Organization /Department………………………………………………………………...................... 15. Occupation/Designation…………………………................................................................................ 16. Years of experience in service………………………………………………………........................... 17. Currently how long are you working with the disaster survivors ? :……………………......................... ……………………………………………………………………………………………..................... 18. Have you worked with disaster affected population earlier to this ? .………………….......................... ……………………………………………………………………………………………….................. ……………………………………………………………………………………………….................. ……………………………………………………………………………………………….................. ………………………………………………………………………………………………................... 19. What is your expectation from the workshop ? …………………………………………..................... ……………………………………………………………………………………………….................... ……………………………………………………………………………………………….................. ………………………………………………………………………………………………................... ………………………………………………………………………………………………................. 20. Have you attended any stress management programme? If yes, details……. …………......................... … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … … …



Date…………………………………...............



Signature…………………………………...............
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ASSESSMENT OF STRESS MANAGEMENT WORKSHOP Pre/post I do not know anything about stress management



I don't think that I need stress management for myself, though I know a bit. I know a little bit about stress management and I recognize the need of stress management for myself.



Date..................................



I do not think that I need stress management, so I do not practice anything.



I know the stress management is important but don't know what to do.



I know the importance of stress management and a little about how to do it.



I know what is stress management and how to do it.



I know what is stress management and how to maintain a balanced life by practising stress management techniques.



I recognize the need of stress management for myself and I know the importance and how to do it.



I am confident in dealing with stress, in my life.



Name............................................................................... Organisation.................................
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UNDERSTANDING STRESS Free list: —————————————————————————————————————— —————————————————————————————————————— —————————————————————————————————————— —————————————————————————————————————— —————————————————————————————————————— —————————————————————————————————————— —————————————————————————————————————— —————————————————————————————————————— —————————————————————————————————————— —————————————————————————————————————— —————————————————————————————————————— —————————————————————————————————————— —————————————————————————————————————— —————————————————————————————————————— ——————————————————————————————————————



q Stress is an inseparable part of human existence. q Everyone undergoes some amount of stress. q A large number of health related problems are due to stress. q Stress affects the psychological, biological, physical and social functioning of a person.



HARMONIZING PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL AND FAMILIAL LIFE
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PHYSICAL REACTIONS OF STRESS



q Physical exhaustion due to hard work. q Physical tiredness de-motivates people from doing hard work. q Dealing with physical exhaustion would ensure better productivity. q Taking rest, having adequate food, relaxations are essential to deal with your physical exhaustion.
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PSYCHOLOGICAL REACTIONS TO STRESS



Working in a motivating environment _________________________ _________________________ _________________________ _________________________ _________________________ _________________________ _________________________ _________________________



Working in a de-motivating environment _________________________ _________________________ _________________________ _________________________ _________________________ _________________________ _________________________ _________________________



Working alone no motivation, no de-motivation _________________________ _________________________ _________________________ _________________________ _________________________ _________________________ _________________________ _________________________ HARMONIZING PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL AND FAMILIAL LIFE
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OUR RESPONSE TO STRESS EXTERNAL PRESSURE



→



COPING RESOURCES



→



INTERNAL PRESSURE



→ RESPONSE TO STRESS



→



BEHAVIORAL Substance dependence Sleep problems Increased smoking Restlessness Eating problems Irritation Speech problems Accident prone Eat, talk, walk faster Unkempt and untidy Low productivity Bad time management COGNITIVE I must do well Life should not be like this I must have what I want This is terrible I cannot take this any longer Everyone should like me I have been betrayed



SENSATION Heart beat rate Headaches Nausea Aches and pain Tremors Fainting Numbness Dry mouth Stomach cramps Sweaty Indigestion Frequent mituration BIOLOGICAL Digestion problems Blood pressure Heart problems Tiredness Allergies Low immunity Decreased sexual activity



EMOTIONAL Anxiety Guilt Embarrassment Depression Hurt Jealousy Feel like dying Crying frequently Moody Emptiness Aggression Worthlessness INTERPERSONAL Cannot keep relationships Suspicious Gossip Competitive Fearful and unassertive Aggressive Withdrawn



q Recognize that stress is a normal reaction in disaster intervention work. How did you experience these stress reactions?— — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — — ——————————————————————————————————————— ——————————————————————————————————————— ——————————————————————————————————————— ——————————————————————————————————————— ——————————————————————————————————————— ——————————————————————————————————————— ——————————————————————————————————————— 18
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TIPS TO MANAGE YOUR STRESS



Do: q Recognize the source of stress. q Understand the reactions of stress in your body and mind. q Recognize personal contribution to stress. q Identify your strength and weakness. q Fix your goal and be firm. q Think through the consequences of your action. q Accept that stress is common in life and every one needs to deal with it in an effective and positive way. q Commit and motivate yourself in maintaining healthy way of living.



Don’t: q Don’t try to be very much emotionally involved. q Don’t blame others for your action. q Do not think negatively. q Avoid inflated or perfectionist expressions, either about yourself or others. q Do not take anger personally. q Do not allow yourself to be pressurised by others, q Do not close your mind to the alternatives. q Avoid criticism unless necessary. q Don’t self medicate in illness. HARMONIZING PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL AND FAMILIAL LIFE
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STRESS IN FAMILY LIFE CYCLE



q Each stage of family life cycle has some unique stressors. q In any normal circumstances people cross through various events in the family life. q Understanding the regular stress of life cycle helps to deal with the stressors better. q Any drastic change in life cycle causes higher amount of stress.
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THE LIFE EVENTS Family and social issues:



Work related issues:



Financial issues:



Marital and sexual life:



Health related issues:



Bereavement:



Education:



Legal related issues:



Courtship and cohabitation related issues:



Others:



HARMONIZING PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL AND FAMILIAL LIFE
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STRESS AMONG THE WOMEN WORKERS q



Married women workers living with children and others.



q



Unmarried women workers



q



Widow/ separated women workers



Physical problems



Psychological problems



Socio-cultural problems



Economic problems



q Women are more vulnerable after disaster: Socio cultural and psycho-physiological vulnerability increases after the disaster. q Women are in need of special care. q Women workers get exposed to various situations, hence need for special care.
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THE FAMILY MEMBERS I AM LIVING WITH The people staying with me, how is their mood? How do they behave? How am I with all?



How is my family? - Who takes the major decisions? - Who is the leader in my family? - Are all of us performing adequately our roles in the family? - How do we talk to each other? - Do ‘we’ live in a cohesive manner? - What rituals do we perform all together? - How do we appreciate each other (positively/negatively)? - How is the social support in my family?



What I could do best in my family: HARMONIZING PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL AND FAMILIAL LIFE
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SIMPLE TIPS TO HANDLE THE STRESS IN FAMILY LIFE Do: q Spend time with family members. q Visit temple or other religious places with family. q Have a meal with the family members together. q Visit to places / village festivals with all members. q Share your thoughts with others and develop support. q Take time to discuss the conflicting issues. q Negotiate about the complex issues. q Develop habit of saving.



Don’t: q Do not blame for the mistakes. q Do not get into fights with issues. q Do not argue if you can’t reach to a solution. q Do not feel you are helpless in all the ways. q Do not take all the problems personally. q Do not try to control every one as you want.
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PRESUMPTIVE STRESSFUL LIFE EVENTS SCALE MARITAL AND SEXUAL



FAMILY AND SOCIAL 1.



Excessive alcohol use by family members



2.



Conflicts with in-laws (other than dowry)



3.



Son or daughter leaving home



4.



Prophecy of astrologer or palmist



5.



Lack of son



6.



Marriage of daughter or dependent sister



7.



Family conflict



8.



Break up with friend



9.



Major purchase or construction of house



10. Trouble with neighbour 11. Change of residence 12. Birth of daughter 13. Gain of new family member 14. Reduction in number of family functions 15. Change in social activities 16. Going on pleasure trip or pilgrimage 17. Wife/husband begins or stops work



® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®



30. Extramarital relationship of spouse 31. Marital separation / divorce 32. Marital conflict 33. Pregnancy of self/wife (wanted or unwanted) 34. Conflict over dowry 35. Sexual problems 36. Lack of child



HEALTH 37. Major personal illness or injury 38. Illness of family member 39. Change in sleeping habits 40. Change in eating habits



18. Suspension or dismissal from job



41. Death of spouse 42. Death of close family member 44. Death of pet



®



19. Trouble at work with colleagues, superiors or subordinates 20. Change or expansion of business 21. Outstanding personal achievement 22. Retirement 23. Change in working conditions or transfer 24. Unfulfilled commitments 25. Self or family members unemployed



® ® ® ® ® ® ®



® ® ® ®



BEREAVEMENT



43. Death of friend



WORK



® ® ® ® ® ® ®



® ® ® ®



EDUCATION 45. Beginning or ending school 46. Failure in examinations 47. Appearing for an interview or examination



® ® ®



LEGAL 48. Detention in jail of self or close friend 49. Minor violation of law



® ®



COURTSHIP AND COHABITATION FINANCIAL 26. Property or crop loss 27. Financial loss or problems 28. Robbery or theft 29. Large loan



50. Getting married / engaged



® ® ® ®



51. Broken engagement / love affair



® ®



OTHERS 52. (Specify) :



®



Singh, G., Kaur, D., Kaur, H. (1984) Presumptive stressful Life Events Scale for use in India. Indian Journal of Psychiatry, 26(2):107 - 114
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STRESS IN DISASTER RELATED WORK



26



RESCUE



RELIEF



REHABILITATION



RECONSTRUCTION/ RECONCILATION



q



In disaster intervention, the nature of job produces stress among the workers.



q



The disaster intervention work involves more responsibility, continuous dealing with survivors, and some exposure to risk situation produce stress.



q



The reactions of stress can cause disturbance in the functional level of the worker.



q



Recognizing the stress reactions are essential to control the stress.



q



There may be different source of conflict, which cause stress in job, but proper understanding about the same helps to deal with the situation.
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OCCUPATIONAL STRESS TEST How High is the Stress in Your Occupation? Let’s look at your work related stress level. Answer the alternative which is most appropriate for you. Sl. no



Items



1



Do you feel isolated in your job?



2



Do you feel frustrated in your job?



3



Do you get adequate feed back about your job in your organization?*



4



Are you clear about your duties and responsibilities in your work?*



5



Is training provide to you are adequate for your job/responsibilities?*



6



Does your work involve responsibility for people, or does it involve responsibility for things, which affect the well being of others?



7



Is there continual pressure in you & work?



8



Do you think that your relation with your co-workers is bad?



9



Do you think your relation with your boss is bad?



10



Does your occupation expose you to high personal risk?



11



Do you get adequate support from your supervisors?*



12



Are you usually exhausted or fatigued at the end of your day?



13



Is your working environment uncomfortable?



14



Do you have adequate resource to work?*



15



Do you have to work outside your normal working hours?



16



Are you worried about your future in your job?



17



Do you feel the target related to the job is unrealistic?



18



Do you have adequate understanding about the job given to you?*



19



When you are at work, do too many people make demands on you?



20



Do you have adequate control over the job?*



Never



Sometimes



Often



Adapted from : Franken, D. (1986) Health through stress reduction. Welness Publications, Mitchigan.
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BURNOUT EXPERIENCES



q Recognize the problem you are facing. q Develop protective/damage control mechanism. q Develop positive habits and coping to deal with others. q Cultivate positive relationships with others.



q Have control over the work you are involved. Understand the situation, gain knowledge, develop right attitude and belief system, and develop competent way of responding to the situation. q Accept the challenges in professional life. Learn new skills, process of work and accept the change to deal effectively. q Be committed to the work you are doing. Keep things at place and lead by example.
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JOB STRESS (Burnout Inventory) Pick out the most appropriate response. Write the number of that response in the space provided by the statement. 0. Never



1.Rarely



2. Occasionally



3. Sometimes



4. Frequently



5. Almost always



1. _______I have headaches at work 2. _______I feel moody, restless or depressed at work. 3. _______I feel discouraged. I work harder and enjoy it less. 4. _______I have lost interest in my work. 5. _______I see myself withdrawing and less social. 6. _______I get irritated with the demands of people. 7. _______I am making more mistakes or I am more forgetful. 8. _______I get upset about the way things are going at work. 9. _______I get tired and drowsy at work. 10. _______I miss work due to illness, cold and flu. 11. _______I have gained or lost weight. 12. _______I get tired of all the rules or obligations. 13. _______I think about looking for a different job. 14. _______I am bored at work. 15. _______I am on tranquilizers or anti-depressant medication. 16. _______I stop to have a drink with friends after work. 17. _______I do drugs after work. (“pot”,” uppers”, “downers”) 18. _______I am having trouble sleeping. 19. _______I feel in bondage at work: no way up or out. 20. _______I have an elevated blood pressure. 21. _______I have indigestion, heartburn. 22. _______I dred getting up to go to work. 23. _______I use my time less efficiently. 24. _______I have been blowing up at people. 25. _______I feel like a failure, or feel inferior. __________ TOTAL Franken. D., (1986); Health through stress reduction; Wellness Publications, Michigan HARMONIZING PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL AND FAMILIAL LIFE
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WRITING LETTERS



BOSS



Good Event/Experience



Good Event/Experience



Good Event/Experience



Bad Event/Experience



SUPERVISOR



Bad Event/Experience



COLLEAGUE



Bad Event/Experience



q Make your communication channel open and clear. q Share your good feelings and experiences together. q Sort out the issues which you did not like. q Buildup healthy way of constructive criticism to develop positive change. q Have free floating review and debrief meeting periodically. q Develop ‘buddy system’ in working. q Allow others to talk and express and buildup healthy process of reconciliation.
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COPING WITH STRESS



Positive Coping



Positive Coping



MEN



WOMEN



Negative Coping



Negative Coping



q Coping and life style are closely associated with stress or reduction of stress. q Negative coping and negative life style choice affect the family life, as well as, reduces the efficiency at work. q Positive coping ensures positive life style and vice-versa. q Positive coping helps to maintain good health and well being. q Adopt positive coping strategies to maintain well-being.
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DEVICE FOR ASSESSMENT OF COPING STRATEGIES People have different ways of coping when things get difficult in their lives. Six different ways are described. I would like you to rank them in an order, from 1 to 6. Use the rank No.1 to denote the most frequently repeated way of coping and 6 to denote the way of coping that is least likely to be followed, in your family. Rank all the categories. Please begin now.



STRATEGIES



RANKS



When things get difficult in my life, I try to reduce tension eg., I cry, smoke or eat



………………



I become involved in other activities to keep my mind off the problem. When things get difficult in my life, I am prepared to expect the worst.



………………



I accept that much of life is difficult. When things get difficult in my life, I ask someone to help.



………………



I talk with friends about the problem. When things get difficult in my life, I control my feelings.



………………



I compromise. When things get difficult in my life, I realize that every cloud has a silver lining.



………………



I don’t worry. Things usually work out fine. When things get difficult in my life, I find out the cause of the problem.



………………



I take positive action based on our understanding of the problem.



Westbrook, M.T. (1979). A classification of coping behaviour based on multidimensional scaling of similarity ratings. Journal of Clinical Psychology, 35, 407-410.
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SLEEP HYGIENE TECHNIQUES Practice basic techniques when you have a problem in falling asleep at night: q



Practice the relaxation techniques before going to bed.



q



Make sure you talk with your family everyday, share good things that happened that day.



q



Read some books.



q



Write your experiences everyday in a diary.



q



If something is bothering you discuss it with someone.



q



Go for a walk in the evening.



q



Pray before sleeping.



ANGER CONTROL TECHNIQUES Practice basic techniques when you have a problem in controlling your anger q



Talk to some one about what makes you angry.



q



Think of the different ways the irritating issue can be seen.



q



Do some physical exercise daily, it will relax your mind.



q



Get involved in some work, which you like to do.



q



Practice relaxation on a daily basis.



q



Pray regularly.



q



If you find yourself getting angry, stop and take a few deep breathes to calm yourself.



q



Talk to someone who is coping with his/her anger in a healthier manner.
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TIME CHART ANALYSIS Please fill up the boxes below with appropriate colours to denote your different engagements. Work Time



Family Mon



Social Tue



Wed



Personal Thu



Fri



Sat



Sun



6.00 a.m. 7.00 a.m. 8.00 a.m. 9.00 a.m. 10.00 a.m. 11.00 a.m. 12.00 Noon 1.00 p.m. 2.00 p.m. 3.00 p.m. 4.00 p.m. 5.00 p.m. 6.00 p.m. 7.00 p.m. 8.00 p.m. 9.00 p.m. 10.00 p.m. 11.00 p.m. 12.00 Night 1.00 a.m. 2.00 a.m. 3.00 a.m. 4.00 a.m. 5.00 a.m. q Develop your own plan for time management. q Put adequate emphasis in all the engagements. q Increase the quality time in any engagement to decrease the stress. Powell, J.R. (1994) The working women's guides to managing stress. Prentice Hall, Paramus.
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COMPETITIVENESS Let us play a musical chair:



Rogue Elephant / King



q Competition may increase the conflict. q Competition may increase discomfort among the group members. q In social service organizations competition causes lack of co-operation among the members. q Compliment each other rather competing each other. HARMONIZING PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL AND FAMILIAL LIFE
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ASSERTIVENESS TO MANAGE STRESS



q There is nothing wrong to say ‘no’ for work, issues, which you can’t manage. q Do not say ‘yes’ where you want to say ‘no’. q Have self-worth as you can be assertive. q Assertive behaviour is being direct and honest. q Express opinion with respect to others and also maintain self-respect.
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PERSONAL ASSERTIVENESS SCALE Take time to go through each of the following situation. Think about where you tend to be non-assertive. Rate how comfortable you are in each instance, using this scale: 1. Comfortable



2. Mildly uncomfortable



3. Moderately uncomfortable



4. Very uncomfortable



Sl. no



Situations



1



Asking for help….



2



Saying no………



3



Expressing a difference of opinion…



4



Responding to criticism…



5



Expressing negative feelings..



6



Expressing positive feelings..



7



Receiving negative feelings..



8



Receiving positive feelings…



9



Making a request……..



10



Asking questions………



11



Asking for sharing responsibilities….



12



Asking for favors…….



13



Speaking up about something that annoys you……..



14



Speaking about verbal, sexual connotations………



15



Others …………….



Boss



Co-worker



Spouse



children



Adapted from , Powell. J.R., (1994); The working women’s guide to managing stress, Prentice hall, Paramus.
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WORKING TOGETHER-PERSONAL RESOURCES



q Find out the people whom you can trust, you like and could share. q Develop mutually trusting relationship in family or friend circle. q Mobilise support for yourself. q Socialize yourself and develop adequate peer group out of professional engagement. q Develop buddy system to be with your group. q If possible join in self-help group initiatives.
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MULTI TASKING OR MULTIPLE ROLES



Supervising



Handling the materials



Arranging the data



Maintaining records



Field visits



Interaction with the survivors



Individual sessions



Group/community meetings



Reporting



q There are different roles to be performed at the same time. q Be alert about your role. q Try to acquire the skills for the job assigned. q Balance the role and task you are performing . HARMONIZING PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL AND FAMILIAL LIFE
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HOLISTIC LIVING (EMOTIONAL WELLS)



CREATIVITY



PHYSICAL



SPIRITUAL YOU



MENTAL
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RECREATIONAL



q



Maintain balance in your life and living.



q



Ensure that you spend adequate time in each involvement.
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TREE OF SUSTENANCE



q Cultivate your support system. q Be firm on your strength. q Be aware about your limitations and over come them. q Perform the simple activities which give you pleasure. q Extend support to others.
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DEBRIEFING SESSION



q q q



Plan the debrief session regularly (weekly/biweekly). Allow all the members to discuss and talk about their feelings freely. Address the issues of conflict and problems, recognize the stress.



CO-COUNSELING



q q q q
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Develop practising co-counseling within the staff members. Develop such a way that all of you can be co-counselors for each other. Compliment each other rather than competing with each other. Develop support system in the team and organization.
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RELAXATION EXERCISE



Simple breathing exercise: o o o o



Take a comfortable position. Take a deep breath counting 1,2,3,4 in your mind Hold for a moment Release counting 1,2,3,4 in your mind



o



Practice anytime in the day, for 5 minutes.



Abdominal breathing exercise: o o o o o o



Take a comfortable position. Start by noticing your breathing, Put your right hand on your stomach and breath. In hale extending your abdomen but not forcing it. Repeat, slowly inhaling and exhaling several times. As an exercise practice ten to fifteen minutes a day.



Passive relaxation: o o o o o o



Find a comfortable position. Close your eyes observe your breathing. Focus inward, letting go of thoughts and concerns. Start from forehead and let the sense of relaxation flow down up to toe. Give suggestion to yourself that you are very relaxed. Take another breath, open your eyes, and stretch your body.



Active progressive relaxation: o o o o o o



Close your eyes and take a comfortable position. Notice one of the body parts at a time. Create tension for few moments (6-8 seconds) and release. Relax your hands…, shoulders…, neck.., jaw…, forehead…, eyes…, back…, stomach…, thighs…, legs…, feet… Keep breathing normally all the time. Scan your body and feel relaxed. Take a deep breath and open your eyes.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL EXERCISE



Meditation:



Yoga:
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EMOTIONAL THERMOMETER



0



10



q Measure your emotions on every day basis. q Try to understand the reasons why you are stressed. q Identify good things that happened today and how that could be ensured regularly.
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USE OF STRESS MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES Role-play Stress in Personal



Family



Job



Response to stress —————————————————————————————————————— —————————————————————————————————————— —————————————————————————————————————— ———————-——————————————————————————————— —————————————————————————————————————— ——————————————————————————————————————



How s/he coped ? Positive coping



Negative coping



How s/he managed the stress? ——————————————————————————————————————— ——————————————————————————————————————— ——————————————————————————————————————— ———————————————————————————————————————



Stress busters ———————————————————————————————————————— ———————————————————————————————————————— ———————————————————————————————————————— ———————————————————————————————————————— ———————————————————————————————————————— 46
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STRESS BUSTERS



Physical/physiological way of dealing with stress ß Practice relaxation/meditation. ß Have proper diet and take adequate sleep. ß Walking/jogging. ß Skipping or cycling. ß Playing badminton. ß Do kitchen / gardening.



Emotional/psychological ways of dealing with stress ß Reading books you like. ß Writing daily diary. ß Write what you like or liked. ß Write what is disturbing you. ß Creative writing. ß Listen to songs/ music. ß Manage your time usefully.



Spiritual/social ways of dealing with stress ß Practice daily prayer / puja / namas. ß Meet your friends, share your thoughts. ß Inculcate support for yourself within your family/neighbour.
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STRATEGIES TO HANDLE YOUR STRESS IN DISASTER INTERVENTION WORK
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CHECKLIST OF STAFF FRIENDLY ORGANIZATION q Open communication channel among the staff of all levels in the organization. q Weekly debrief session with all the staff. q Development of organizational planning weekly/monthly/yearly calendar with all the staff. q Clear role and task assignments among the staff. q Clear instruction by the supervisors at different levels. q Provision of weekly holidays in any circumstances. q Recognition of the individual needs of the staff and specifically female staff. q Quarterly get together for the staff. q Suggestion box which should be open and discussed during debrief session. q Celebrating ‘organizational day’ once in a year and interphasing with family members. q Starting of the day with prayer and relaxation exercise. q Skill building exercises once in three month (review of topics relevant to the field they are working). q Scheme to facilitate the growth of the children of the staff (assistance for special coaching, rewards for academic excellence). q Refreshment facilities for the staff. q Provision of medical leave and compensatory off-day. q Transparency of the organization about all the issues and records. q Promoting the micro-finance among the staff. q Organized system of promotion and benefits.
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ETHICAL ISSUES



q We will take care of ourselves. q We will extend our support to our fellow workers. q We will help each other all the time. q We will maintain a strong bond within us. q We will discuss, share and solve any issues within us. q We will reach out and seek help when we feel low. q We will always keep smiling.
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HARMONIZING PERSONAL, PROFESSIONAL AND FAMILIAL LIFE STRESS MANAGEMENT WORK BOOK Workers involved in the disaster related work are vulnerable to stress due to the demanding nature of the job. Disaster poses a lot of challenge on the workers to support the mammoth needs of the individuals, families and community survived through disaster. It is not only building of the devastated structure rather it is building up the shattered life and human spirit affected by the disaster. To meet these challenges the workers participating in the rescue, relief, rehabilitation or rebuilding work also get exposed to various traumatic situations and experiences. They undergo a lot of challenges and emotional turmoil to balance between professional challenges, family life and personal needs. Therefore, supporting the workers to inculcate a harmonious relationship in their professional, familial and personal life is most crucial to ensure the long term care and rehabilitation of the affected communities. This workbook is an endeavor to empower the disaster intervention workers to understand and practice the basic self-care and stress management techniques, so as to build up positive coping and supports for themselves in the process of working in the disaster intervention. This workbook is unique because: 1. It gives a planned session for developing the self care and basic stress management skills. 2. It provides the knowledge and skills to work on the stress related issues in professional, family and personal life. 3. It provides the basic knowledge about the stress busters, which one can adapt and practice. 4. It is developed based on the training programme for a large number of disaster intervention workers both in manmade and natural disasters. It is a collaborative effort of professionals, GOs, NGOs, CBOs and volunteers.
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